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Dissertation Research

Design Thinking Tools for Creative Practitioners
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Address problems and opportunities triggered by 
the user of software tools for design thinking

Source: https://medium.theuxblog.com/the-thing-about-design-critiques-fc498a058245
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Interpreting feedback from 
multiple stakeholders
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…because people with different backgrounds 
and expertise may perceive the same work 
differently

Getting feedback from diverse audience 
is critical for creative work
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However, interpreting feedback that differs 
in structures, providers various topics, and 
contradicts each other is hard 
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Stage 1 Semi-structured Interview

Prototyping / System Development

Moderated Usability Testing

Research Overview

Writing Report (Accepted in ACM CHI2020)

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

Stage 4 

Identify the common strategies and criteria experts employed for managing 
feedback from multiple providers

Designing Decipher, an interactive feedback tool that embodies expert strategies 
identified from formative study

Evaluate Decipher using a controlled experiment (within-subjects study)
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Stage 1: Semi-structured Interview (N=10)

Participants
- Creative Director (N=3), UX designer (N=4), Full-time freelancers in design (N=3)
- All participants receive design feedback regularly as part of their job 

Interview Setup
Four in-person and six remote interview 
through video conferencing tools 
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Interview Protocol 

Part 1: Interview
- Describe a recent experience for which you received feedback on a design project

from more than one person.
- How do you manage/organize the feedback you received?
- How do you decide where to start?
- How do you resolve contradictions between feedback providers?
- How has your method of feedback interpretation changed over time?

Part 2: Think-aloud feedback interpretation task
- Given a flyer and a feedback document, the designers demonstrated how they would 

annotate and organize the feedback to  devise a revision plan for that flyer

11



Qualitative Data Analysis 

Iterative open coding approach 
- Observations of the participant behavior
- Interview scripts (using Rev.com)

Discover three strategies for processing
feedback written by multiple providers

Identify three criteria for organizing  
feedback sets

12



The criteria is usually, is this person giving
the feedback that he or she is qualified to
give? Like I don’t really care if a technical
advisor doesn’t like the color of something.”

“ ”- P1, Female, Creative Director

Strategy 1: Identify valuable feedback
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Strategy 2: Categorizing feedback

The way we have been organizing feedback is on a
spreadsheet so that we can put the people that we’re
communicating with on one column, and then the
questions we’re asking in rows above so that you can go
through each question and say, like, the majority of the
people felt this way, and summarize things at the bottom,
and so that’s been really useful.

“
”- P5, Female, UX Designer
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There’s the issue of how heavy the feedback is. Is
that feedback appropriate for where we are in the
process? For example, if it’s something that’s
going to change the whole fabric of the project, I
will see where in the timeline is this happening..

“
”

- P3, Female, UX Designer

Strategy 3: Prioritize action items
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Strategies for Organizing Feedback
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Paper 
Prototype

Sketching Tools
Adobe XD, Balsamiq

System 
Implementation

HTML/CSS, Python Django
jQuery, PostgreSQL

Stage 2: Iterative Prototyping

DECIPHER
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Final: Map Feedback Collection

(a) A creative project

(b) A collection of feedback
for that creative project. (c) The collection of feedback visualized using a preliminary prototype of Decipher

In (a) the user has created an in-progress solution for a creative project and in (b) has received unstructured
feedback written by multiple providers (only a sample of the feedback is shown). In (c), the user has imported
the feedback into Decipher to visualize the topic and sentiment structure within the collection of feedback. The
user can identify strengths and weaknesses of different aspects of the work (row-wise comparison) and
compare opinions between providers (column-wise comparison) without having to revisit the details of the
content. The user can also annotate statements in the collection of feedback that identify issues that need to
be corrected in a revised solution or need further clarification. The figure is best viewed in color.

Descriptions
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User interactions in Decipher

Enable users to navigate feedback 
using its topic and sentiment structure

Read ideas in the context of the 
whole piece of feedback
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User interactions in Decipher

Support feedback comparisons by 
user archetypes

Allow users to record intended actions for  
feedback statements
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vs.

- Compare user strategies for reviewing feedback 
– survey responses, interview data, behavior observation

- Collect insights users identify in the feedback
– task responses

- Compare perceived effectiveness of the feedback 
interpretation process 
– survey responses, interview data

Usability Testing (N=20)

Each participant used both Decipher and 
Google Document to review a set of feedback
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Results Highlight

* =p<.05

*

*

*

*

*

*

One-sampled t-test
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Effective Feedback Acquisition 
in Online Spaces
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Online crowd platforms offer unprecedented 
opportunities for designers to connect with potential 

users for feedback quickly and affordably

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is creating a new problem. It used to be hard to get feedback, the problem now is going to be it’s too easy. As you can see, people can get 30 pieces of feedback within an hour. However, feedback from diverse audiences can be noisy. You could get a bunch of feedback that contains ambiguities, contradictories. The feedback could be negative, sarcastic, which may even demotivate iteration. We don’t even know if people are learning through this process. I am focusing on a subset of these problems, specifically Should we be using the crowds that you pay for in the early stage, but using your social network at the late stage. Does the choice of the crowd platform change the type of feedback you would get? can we give people empirical evidence about when they should be using these different types of genres of crowds for feedback I’ll talk about that in the first part of my talk. And in the second half, I’ll talk about the interventions I developed to help designer interpret their feedback more deeply



Enjoyment Crowds 

Social Crowds

Financial Crowds
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BUT… No empirical guidance about how to leverage 
multiple crowds to generate the desired feedback

Should I post the design to 
Reddit where the crowd has 
domain knowledge but may 

dismiss unpolished work

How would my Facebook 
friends react to my second 
round of feedback seeking 

post?

What would I gain by paying 
$5 for 10 pieces of feedback 

written by non-expert 
crowds
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RQ1: How do different crowd genres compare in terms of the 
quantity, quality, and content of the feedback generated? 

RQ2: How does the design iteration (initial vs. revised) affect 
the feedback generated by the different crowds?

RQ3: What are designers’ perceptions of getting feedback from 
the different crowd genres in the design process? 

Research Questions

27



Design Samples (SELECTED)
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Web Designs Logo Designs Poster Designs



Field Experiment (N=22)

Submit
Initial

Feedback 
Collection
-Social-

Submit 
Revised

One 
week

Two
days

One
week

Post 
Interview

Review 
Feedbac

k

Two
days

Review
Feedbac

k

Initial Iteration Revised Iteration

Post
Interview

30 minutes
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Feedback 
Collection

-Enjoyment-

Feedback 
Collection
-Financial-

Feedback 
Collection
-Social-

Feedback 
Collection

-Enjoyment-

Feedback 
Collection
-Financial-

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Balance authenticity with minimizing the burden to the participantsWe ask them to post on their social networks because we don’t have the access. We do the online community…To answer the research questionsWe create a platform to host multiple iterations of designs, distribute designs to different crowd genres, and presenting feedback to designersChanges between iterations
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Create Anonymous
Feedback Forms

• Confirm the provider incentive 

• Mitigate social pressure 

• Collect demographic information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anonymity is critical for the study. if you are a feedback provider in our study, you will review the design , ,enter your feedback, and general demographic information, but not your true identy



Result Highlight 1

31
https://medium.com/@surfinzap/designing-a-rusyn-book-with-the-help-of-crowds-prototypes-and-javascript-1cdcf1bd9991

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a graph showing the averaged ratings of the perceived quality of the feedback clustered by genre and iteration, this data is coming from the designers who got feedback on their own design. On the y axis is the perceived value ranging from 1 to 7, on the left hand side are the initial designs. On the right hand side are the revised designs. We didn’t find any significant differences between the crowd genres, or between iterations.  It is actually surprising. How can it possible that the enjoyment crowd who love the topics, intrinsically motivated to write feedback performed just the same as than the financial crowd, who wrote you feedback for just 50 cents, or people come from your social network who may not have any design background.It’s possible that the social network of the people in my study had a bunch of people who also have design background and are able to give really good feedback. But the take away message here is that you don’t need to worry about which crowd to go to get higher quality feedback. On average, they could offer feedback of similar quality.



Result Highlight 2: Feedback Quality 

X2 (1, N=120)=30.0; p< 0.0001  
32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a graph showing the averaged ratings of the perceived quality of the feedback clustered by genre and iteration, this data is coming from the designers who got feedback on their own design. On the y axis is the perceived value ranging from 1 to 7, on the left hand side are the initial designs. On the right hand side are the revised designs. We didn’t find any significant differences between the crowd genres, or between iterations.  It is actually surprising. How can it possible that the enjoyment crowd who love the topics, intrinsically motivated to write feedback performed just the same as than the financial crowd, who wrote you feedback for just 50 cents, or people come from your social network who may not have any design background.It’s possible that the social network of the people in my study had a bunch of people who also have design background and are able to give really good feedback. But the take away message here is that you don’t need to worry about which crowd to go to get higher quality feedback. On average, they could offer feedback of similar quality.



Result Highlight 3:  Frequencies of Idea 
Units by Genre and Iteration

33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We calculated the number of idea units and compare the distribution of different type of idea units across three crowd genres and between two iterationsWe have many results in the table, I will highlight two specific results that I think are particularly interesting to share.



More investigation on concept stage design, 
More judgment on revised

Initial Revised

34

Investigation Judgment

Is the color at the 
very bottom 
different from the 
color in the topmost 
grey part?

Will there be links to 
your past projects? 

The background 
color combination 
and design is good.

I like the layout of 
the design so far. 
However, the font 
choices need to be 
varied.



User Insights from Interview
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Initial Revised
“...with external feedback, I can finally 
convince my boss to remove the 
unnecessary background image.”“ ”- P1065, Female, Web Designer

“I see multiple people mention the same thing, and that to me, I 
think just not like a single person give me the same feedback, 
but many people think the similar way, and kind of carries more 
weight to me to consider it.”

“ ”- P1036, Male, Book Cover Designer

Enable to make evidence-based design decisions

Prioritize feedback based on the popularity of an issues



User Insights for Design Implications
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I feel that in the revised iteration there were a lot 
more general feedback than specific suggestion, 
which I got a lot from my first design, and I don't 
know if that's necessarily because people thought 
that it was a completed work and they just wanted 
to give me general feedback.

“
”- P1022,  Female, Logo Designer



User Insights for Design Implications
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It is important to have feedback for the initial 
design rather than the revised one. But it would be 
nice if you can find people reviewing the previous 
iteration to view the current one.

“ ”
- P1026,  Male, Logo Designer



Designing Reflection Activity 
for Iterative Design
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RQ1: How does integrating a reflection activity into an iterative design 
process affect perceived design quality, degree of revision, and 
perceptions of design performance? 

RQ2: How does the sequence in which the reflection activity is 
performed – either before or after reviewing external feedback – affect 
these same measures?

RQ3: What are the perceived benefits and limitations of integrating a 
reflection activity into the design process? 

Research Questions
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Reflection Activity

Based on Donald Schön’s 
Reflection Theory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 it comes from work by Donald schon, he dedicated his entire professional career to understand this concept of reflection.  One thing he talks about is reflection on action, this is the act of thinking about prior design episode, extracting meaning, and using that knowledge to form what you can do nextMy hypothesis is that if a designer performs a reflection activity, it’ll deepen her understanding or awareness of the prior design episode, and that could lead to a better use of feedback. Right now we just had people read it, but there are something quite magical about writing things down. 
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Online Study (N=90)

Create Design

60 Minutes

Activity 
Manipulation

60 Minutes15 - 30 Minutes

Reflection

Feedback

Feedback

Reflection
Revise 
Design

2 Days

Gap
Feedback

Reflection

Control

Post-study 
Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to control for time, because if people use different amount of time for the activities, you can argue about fatigue and distraction.However, this is online study, we couldn’t really control the time they spent, but we suggested and we made it very prominent that we wanted them to spend 15 minutes on each task  
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Design Examples
Reflect Only

Feedback Only

Control

Reflect then Feedback

Feedback then Review

Before: After
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Coupling Feedback Review and Reflection Yielded 
Highest Degree of Change (7-point Likert item)

R: Reflect-only
F: Feedback-only

RF: Reflect-before-Feedback
FR: Reflect-after-Feedback

C: No Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a table of the There are a lot of results here, let me focus you on two things I thought was interesting The experts felt as if coupling these two activities led to deeper changes



Master’s Thesis

Human-centric and Situation-aware Pervasive 
Healthcare System in the Hospital for Elderly People
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Stage 1 Survey On User Need 

Design Non-obtrusive Sensing Environment

Construct Situation Recognizers (Skip)

Research Overview

Design Persuasive Technology 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

Stage 4 
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Multi-disciplinary Research

Medical
Field

Engineering
Field

We need 
services

We need domain 
expert knowledge

Reciprocal 

Research 
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Stage 1: Survey on User Need 

● Identified the key Activity of Daily Life concerned by 
clinicians and caregivers

- Two domain expert interviews
- Field observation in National Taiwan University Hospital 

(Shadowed 10 work shifts)
- Monthly cross-functional team meeting

Prof. Shih-Dai Li

● Developed trust with caregivers, patients, and 
medical staff after field observation

- Two domain expert interviews

48



Bed-area Situation Monitoring
- Leaving bed, Turning Body Over 

Bathroom Situation Monitoring
- Hygiene, Toilet usage

Social Engagement Monitoring
- Watch TV, Talk 

Caregiver Absent Monitoring
- Safety

Key Situations to be monitored

49



Stage 2: Sensor Deployment 

Considerations

- Damage of sensors

- Reduce the number of sensors needed

Solutions

- Portable

- Waterproof

- Efficient Sensor arrangement

Lengthwise movement

Lateral movement

Leaving bed 
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Considerations

- Avoid vision-based and wearable RFID or other sensors.

- Active and non-active movements are both monitored

Solutions

- Active status: Motion sensors

- Non-active status (or active status): Laser range finder 

Sensor Deployment: Caregiver Presence 
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Sensor Deployment: Social Engagement

Considerations

- Human interaction: Chatting

- Involve appliance : Watching TV

Solutions

- Human interaction: Low-resolution sound sensor

- Involve appliance or instruments: Current sensor
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Sensor Deployment: Bathroom

Considerations

- Highly privacy concerns

- Various environment states in the bathroom

- Noise in the bathroom

Solutions

- Low-resolution sound detector

- Light, temperature, and humidity sensors

- Motion sensor
53
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Snapshots of Environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-obtrusive and safe sensing environment



Data Annotation and Sensor Monitoring
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-obtrusive and safe sensing environment



Persuasive Strategy

Concept testing with 9 elderly person
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Contact Me  
yyen4@Illinois.edu
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